
1- I think the educational program …………the students to understand the subject perfectly. 

A) help          B) going to help     C) will help     D) was going to help 

2- If the teacher ……………our program, we will be rewarded for it. 

A) had liked     B) like     C) liked      D) likes 

3- Covid-19 Virus …………..many people by the time the cure is found. 

A) killed        B) will have killed      C) had killed     D) will be killed 

4- The machine …………. by the mechanic last week. 

A) is fixed      B) was fixing     C) fixed     D) was fixed 

5- The interviewer …………….an interview with the company director at the minute. 

A) was making     B) are making     C) made      D) is making 

6- Many parents ………………of the future of their children since they were born. 

A) has been thinking   B) had been thinking  C) have been thought   D) has 

thought 

7- The workers are very optimistic to finish the program early. They ……….. all week long. 

A) have been working   B) has been working    C) had been working    D) has worked 

8- The weather is getting worse. It …………… soon. 

A) going to snow        B) was going to snow      C) is going to snow    D) snow 

9-  Many books in the library ……………to their borrowers.  

A) has been delivered      B) have been delivered   C) delivered   D) have delivered 

10-  Don’t call me at seven. My parents ……………..me. 

A) will be visited       B) will be visiting     C) visited     D) visit 

11-  The writer …………….his email before he responded to the readers. 

A) has checked       B) have checked      C) will check      D) had checked 

12-  When the time …………, everyone will get his result. 

A) come       B) had come      C) comes      D) came 

13-  My brother had his paper ……………… He didn’t corrected by himself. 

A) corrected       B) had corrected      C) correct      D) corrects 

14-  My laptop stopped ……………. I must have it repaired. 

A) work        B) working     C) to work      D) works 

15-  Eid Al Fitter always …………… after Ramadan. 

A) come       B) is coming      C) have come    D) comes 



16-  While I …………my car, a little boy ran in front of the car. 

A) am driving      B) were driving    C) drives     D) was driving 

17-  It isn’t necessary to memorize the poem. You ……….. memorize the poem. 

A) can’t       B) mustn’t       C) shouldn’t      D) don’t have to 

18-  The old man …………..the wheelchair now although he didn’t use it before.   

A) used to use     B) use to use    C) is used to using    D) are used to using 

19-   My family …………… go shopping in big malls when they lived in the city.  

A) used to        B) is used to     C) use to       D) are used to 

20-  Rami …………..the heavy clothes.  

A) use to       B) are used to      C) used to      D) is used to 

21-  Did you ………….your heavy bag to school? 

A) used to carry      B) use to carry     C) use to carrying     D) used to carrying 

22-  It is normal for me to work from home now. 

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A) I am not used to working from home now. 

B) I used to work from home now. 

C) I used to working from home now. 

D) I am used to working from home now. 

23-  “ The engineers have planned the new roads” 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is:  

A) The manager said that they had planned the new roads. 

B) The manager said that they have planned the new roads. 

C) The manager said that they has planned the new roads. 

D) The manager said that they planned the new roads. 

24-  I asked someone to translate my letter into Chinese. 

The correct causative form of the sentence above is:  

A) I had translated the letter into Chinese. 

B) I have the letter translated into Chinese. 

C) I had the letter translated into Chinese. 

D) The letter has been translated into Chinese. 

 



25-  I am used to sending emails to my friends. 

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A) It was normal for me to send emails to my friends. 

B) It is normal for me to send emails to my friends. 

C) It isn’t normal for me to send emails to my friends. 

D) It is normal for me to sending emails to my friends. 

 

    


